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Abstract. Within licensing procedures there is the incentive to replace the conservative requirements for 
code application by a “best estimate” concept supplemented by an uncertainty analysis to account for 
predictive uncertainties of code results. Methods have been developed to quantify these uncertainties. The 
Uncertainty Methods Study (UMS) Group, following a mandate from CSNI, has compared five methods for 
calculating the uncertainty in the predictions of advanced “best estimate” thermal-hydraulic codes.  
 
Most of the methods identify and combine input uncertainties. The major differences between the predictions 
of the methods came from the choice of uncertain parameters and the quantification of the input uncertainties, 
i.e. the wideness of the uncertainty ranges. Therefore, suitable experimental and analytical information has to 
be selected to specify these uncertainty ranges or distributions.  
 
After the closure of the Uncertainty Method Study (UMS) and after the report was issued comparison 
calculations of experiment LSTF-SB-CL-18 were performed by University of Pisa using different versions of 
the RELAP 5 code. It turned out that the version used by two of the participants calculated a 170 K higher 
peak clad temperature compared with other versions using the same input deck. This may contribute to the 
differences of the upper limit of the uncertainty ranges. 

 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Some computer codes that model reactor accidents contain deliberate pessimisms and unphysical assumptions. It is 
then argued that the overall predictions are worse than reality (for example, calculated fuel temperatures are higher 
than reality). These conservative evaluation models, for example, were provided to satisfy US licensing 
requirements for such pessimistic calculations up to 1988 [1].  
 
The other approach is to design a code to model all the relevant processes in a physically realistic way with the 
intention that the predictions are not biased either in a pessimistic or optimistic direction („best estimate“). The main 
motivations for the development of advanced best estimate thermal hydraulic codes were: 
 
− To describe the physical behavior realistically without individual conservative assumptions. This should 

calculate the mean of the data rather than providing a bound to the data. 
− To obtain more economical operation of reactors by relaxing technical specifications and core operating limits 

set by conservative evaluation model calculations.  This might include prolonging fuel cycles, up-rating power 
and justifying the continued operation of some reactors against modern safety standards. 

− To develop effective accident management measures based on realistic analysis. 
 
These realistic computer codes can approximate the physical behavior with more or less accuracy. The inaccuracies 
are stated during the usual code validation process. Agreement of calculated results with experimental data is often 
obtained by choosing specific code input options or by changing parameters in the model equations. These selected 
parameters usually have to be changed again for different experiments in the same facility or a similar experiment in 
a different facility in order to obtain agreement with data. A single “best estimate” calculation with an advanced 
realistic code would give results of one code run of unknown accuracy.  To make such results useful, for example if 
they are to be compared with limits of acceptance, the uncertainty in the predictions then has to be calculated 
separately. Uncertainty analysis methods therefore had to be developed to estimate safety to justify reactor operation. 
A particular stimulus was the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (USNRC’s) revision of its regulations in 1989 
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to permit the use of realistic models with quantification of uncertainty in licensing submissions for Emergency Core 
Cooling Systems [2]. 
 
In addition uncertainty analysis can be used to assist research prioritization.  It can help to identify models that need 
improving and areas where more data are needed.  It can make code development and validation more cost-effective. 
 
The Uncertainty Methods Study (UMS) compares different methods to estimate the uncertainty in predictions of 
advanced best estimate thermal hydraulic codes by applying the methods to a particular experiment. This paper 
summarizes the comparison reported in reference [3]. 
 
 
2. OBJECTIVES OF THE UNCERTAINTY STUDY 
 
The CSNI Task Group on Thermal Hydraulic System Behavior held a Workshop to discuss the different uncertainty 
methods in 1994.  The Workshop recommended that there should be an international comparison exercise between 
the available uncertainty analysis methods with the objectives [4]: 
 

1. To gain insights into differences between features of the methods by: 
− comparing the different methods, step by step, when applied to the same problem 
− comparing the uncertainties predicted for specified output quantities of interest 
− comparing the uncertainties predicted with measured values 
− and so allowing conclusions to be drawn about the suitability of methods. 

2. To inform those who will take decisions on conducting uncertainty analyses, for example in the light of 
licensing requirements. 

 
The CSNI approved the Uncertainty Methods Study (UMS) at its meeting in December 1994, with these objectives.  
The UK was given the task of leading the study. The study was performed from May 1995 through June 1997. 
 
 
3. METHODS COMPARED  
 
The methods compared in the UMS are summarized in Table 1. The methods (and those discussed at the 1994 
Workshop) may be divided into three groups according to their basic principles [3, 5, 8]: 
 
− The University of Pisa method, the Uncertainty Method based on Accuracy Extrapolation (UMAE), 

extrapolates the accuracy of predictions from a set of integral experiments to the reactor case or experiment 
being assessed. 

 
The other methods rely on identifying uncertain models and data and quantifying and combining the uncertainties in 
them.  They fall into two kinds: 
 
− The AEA Technology method, that characterises the uncertainties by “reasonable uncertainty ranges” and 

attempts to combine these ranges with a bounding analysis and  
 
− Methods which assign probability distributions to uncertainty ranges for uncertain input parameters and sample 

the resulting probability density at random in the space defined by the uncertainty ranges.  In the UMS, the 
GRS, IPSN and ENUSA methods are of this kind; so also is the Code Scaling Applicability and Uncertainty 
Evaluation (CSAU) Method as demonstrated in [6]. The probability used here is due to imprecise knowledge 
and is not probability due to stochastic or random variability. 

 
 
4. CHOSEN EXPERIMENT 
 
The participants and the Task Group of Thermal Hydraulic System Behavior agreed that the International Standard 
Problem (ISP) 26 experiment, LSTF SB-CL-18, should be used. LSTF SB-CL-18 is a 5% cold leg small break 
LOCA experiment conducted in the ROSA-IV Large Scale Test Facility (LSTF). The LSTF is located at the Tokai 
Research Establishment of JAERI and is a 1/48 volumetrically scaled, full height, full pressure simulator of a 
Westinghouse type 3423 MWth pressurized water reactor. The experiment simulates a loss of off-site power, no 
high pressure injection (HPIS), the accumulator system initiates coolant injection into the cold legs at a pressure of 
4.51 MPa, the low pressure injection system initiates at 1.29 MPa. Thus, the experiment considers a beyond design 
basis accident. Because of the ISP the experiment was already well documented. Much helpful information has been 
provided by Yutaka Kukita of the Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute (JAERI). 
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Table 1: Summary of Methods Compared in the UMS Study. 
 

Participant Code Version Used Method Name and Type 

AEA Technology, UK RELAP5/MOD3.2 
AEAT Method.  Phenomena 
uncertainties selected, quantified 
by ranges and combined. 

University of Pisa, Italy 
RELAP5/MOD2 cycle 36.04, IBM 
version 
CATHARE 2 version 1.3U rev 5 

Uncertainty Method based on 
Accuracy Extrapolation (UMAE).  
Accuracy in calculating similar 
integral tests is extrapolated to 
plant. 

Gesellschaft für Anlagen- und 
Reaktorsicherheit (GRS), 
Germany 

ATHLET Mod 1.1 Cycle A 

GRS Method. Phenomena 
uncertainties quantified by ranges 
and probability distributions (PDs) 
and combined. 

Institut de Protection et de 
Sûreté Nucléaire (IPSN), France CATHARE 2 version 1.3U rev 5 

IPSN Method. Phenomena 
uncertainties quantified by ranges 
and PDs and combined. 

Empresa Nacional del Uranio, 
SA (ENUSA), Spain RELAP5/MOD 3.2 

ENUSA Method. Phenomena 
uncertainties quantified by ranges 
and PDs and combined. 

 
 
Although ISP 26 was an open ISP participants in the UMS have not used experimental measurements from the test, 
for example the break flow or the secondary pressure. In the same way other experiments performed in the LSTF 
were not used. This means not allowing the related measurements to influence the choice of input uncertainty ranges 
and probability distributions of the input uncertainties. Submissions included a written statement of the justification 
used for input uncertainty ranges and distributions used and were reviewed at workshops. All other assumptions 
made were listed and reviewed. 
 
 
5. STEP-BY-STEP COMPARISON OF THE METHODS 
 
A detailed description of the methods is given in references [3, 5]. Table 2 sets out a step by step comparison and 
displays the main similarities and differences between the methods. 
 
According to GRS the use of statistic methods for more than one acceptance criterion, like peak clad temperature (< 
1200°C), local oxidation (< 17%), and core-wide oxidation (< 1%) does not require to increase the number of 
calculations beyond 59 for one-sided tolerance limits. An objective to increase the number of runs would be to 
evaluate statistical correlations between these output variables. A concept for "multi dimensional uncertainty 
analysis" is proposed by GRS. No joint tolerance limits for the multiple outputs of interest are considered. The lower 
statistical confidence limit (e.g. of at least 95%) is taken into account for the probability of "satisfying all acceptance 
criteria for all output parameters". The advantages of this approach are: In the one-dimensional case of one single 
output parameter the concept is equivalent to the known concept of one-sided upper tolerance limit. The minimum 
number of calculation runs is the same for the "multi-dimensional" case, independent of the number of output 
parameters and criteria involved, and consequently independent from interrelationships between the output 
parameters and criteria. 
 
 
6. COMPARISON OF CALCULATED UNCERTAINTY RANGES 
 
The participants were asked to make uncertainty statements, based on their calculation results, for: 
1 Functions of time: 

− Pressurizer pressure 
− Primary circuit mass inventory 
− Rod surface temperature for B18 rod (4, 4) position 8 (TW359 TWE-B18448) 
 

2 Point quantities: 
− First peak clad temperature 
− Second peak clad temperature 
− Time of overall peak clad temperature (the higher of the two) 
− Minimum core pressure difference at DP 50 DPE300-PV.  
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Table 2: Comparison between the Methods. 
 

Feature AEA Technology University of Pisa Statistic methods -  
GRS, IPSN, ENUSA 

Characterization 
of uncertainties 

Reasonable 
uncertainty ranges 

Accuracy: difference between 
prediction and measurement 

Ranges and probability 
distributions  

Selection of 
important 
uncertainties 

Yes 
(9 and 7 in two 
demonstration 
studies) 

No GRS, IPSN: 
No (52 and 25 here) 
 
ENUSA: PIRT (25) 

Combination and 
propagation of 
uncertainties 

Analyst explores 
uncertainty space and 
decides when to stop 

Measured accuracy can be 
extrapolated to plant if: 
- criteria on integral test data 
satisfied 
- data, nodalization, users are 
qualified 
- relevant thermal hydraulic 
aspects are in data base 
- measured/calculated ratio 
scattered about 1.0;         

Uncertainty space sampled at 
random according to combined 
probability distribution 

Number of code 
runs 

22 and 50 in two 
studies 

One for each test in the data 
base and one for the plant 

For one sided 95%/95% 
tolerance/confidence limit: 59;  
for two-sided interval: 93 

Use of specific 
data for scaling 

During code 
validation 

Yes During code validation 

Use of response 
surface to 
approximate 
result 

No No No 

Use of biases on 
results 

No Possibly No 

Continuous output 
parameters 

Overall maxima and 
minima of calculated 
curves or judged 
envelope curves if 
wider 

By linear interpolation Overall maxima and minima of 
calculated curves at any instant of 
time 

Sensitivity of 
output parameters 
to input 
parameters 

Understanding of the 
processes and their 
interactions generated 

No Statistical sensitivity information 
generated 

Check against 
independent 
experimental data 
base 

Yes Yes GRS: yes 
IPSN, ENUSA: optional 

 
 
As a result of the short time-scale of UMS and limited funding some of the uncertainty ranges derived from 
experimental data for the calculations have been less well refined and, as a consequence, wider than would have 
been the case, for example, if the calculations were for a plant safety analysis. This affected the AEAT and ENUSA 
counter-current flow limitation (CCFL) ranges, for example. 
 
 
6.1 Functions of Time 
 
The uncertainty ranges calculated for pressurizer pressure, primary inventory and hot rod surface temperature for 
LSTF B18 rod (4,4) at position 8 are shown in Figures 1, 2 and 3. 
 
6.1.1 Clad temperature ranges 
The AEAT and ENUSA predictions are remarkably similar. The same code (RELAP5), the same base input deck 
and mostly the same input uncertainties were used. However, they applied different methods, i.e. bounding (AEAT) 
versus probabilistic treatment (ENUSA) of the uncertainties, and the numbers of the input uncertainties are different 
(7 by AEAT and 25 by ENUSA). 
 
The two applications of the Pisa (UMAE) method using different computer codes (RELAP and CATHARE) are 
broadly similar. The clad temperature ranges for the second dry-out are similar. Those ranges for the first dry-out 
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calculated by CATHARE gave a narrower range because the base case calculation did not predict the dry-out. 
However, the UMAE still generated a successful uncertainty range for this quantity because of the first dry-out 
measured on those experiments considered for accuracy extrapolation to the LSTF experiment. 
 
Of the probabilistic methods, IPSN gave the narrowest ranges. This is attributed to the choice of parameters made 
and to the parameter ranges used. An actuation of the CCFL option in the CATHARE code (at the upper core plate 
and at the inlet plena of the steam generators) was needed to predict the first dry-out. 
 
The large uncertainty ranges for clad temperature calculated by AEAT, ENUSA and GRS prompted discussion 
among the participants about the reasons for them.   
 
 

 
Figure 1: Uncertainty Ranges and Data for Pressurizer Pressure. 
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In the case of AEAT and ENUSA this may be in part due to unrealistically large uncertainty ranges for CCFL 
parameters, agreed upon in order to complete the study on time. When AEAT discounted CCFL uncertainty 
completely the calculated uncertainty range for peak clad temperature changed from 584 - 1142 K to 584 - 967 K. 
Another contribution may come from the used RELAP5 version MOD 3.2, calculating higher peak clad 
temperatures than MOD 2 and MOD 3.2.2, see Section 7. 
 
The measured maximum clad temperature during the second heat-up is well below that of the first. In the GRS 
calculations, many of the 99 calculated time histories exhibit the contrary, namely a maximum during the second 
heat-up. The uncertainty of the maximum temperature during the second heat-up is about double of that during the 
first. In some code runs a partial dry-out occurs due to fluid stagnation in the rod bundle which causes an earlier 
second heat-up, and as a consequence, a larger increase of the clad temperature.  
 
 

 
 

Figure 2: Uncertainty Ranges and Data for Primary Mass. 
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The large uncertainty is striking, and the sensitivity measures indicate which of the uncertainties are predominantly 
important. These sensitivities are presented in Volume 2 of reference [3]. Main contributions to uncertainty come 
from the critical discharge model and the drift in the heater rod bundle. Other contributions that are worth 
mentioning come from the bypass cross section upper downcomer - upper plenum.  As a consequence, improved 
state of knowledge about the respective parameters would reduce the striking uncertainty of the computed rod 
surface temperature in the range of the second core heat-up most effectively. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 3: Uncertainty Ranges and Data for Hot Rod Temperature. 
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6.1.2 Missing first dry-outs 
AEAT did not calculate the first dry-out (observed at 150 s) in many runs, particularly near the top of the core.  
AEAT attribute this to not having treated uncertainty in critical heat flux (CHF). They did not consider uncertainty 
in CHF modeling because they expected the uncertainty in overall peak clad temperature to be dominated by other 
uncertainties (which was, in fact, the case). 
 
All the University of Pisa CATHARE calculations were performed with the frozen version of the code released by 
the developers with standard/default code options. The related treatment of CCFL was partly responsible for not 
calculating the first heat-up together with other reasons, such as the distribution of pressure drops along the entire 
primary loop, which have not been fully investigated, considering that the quantitative judgement of the results was 
better than the fixed acceptability threshold for proceeding with the uncertainty analysis. 
 
The IPSN CATHARE reference calculation, using the CCFL model at the upper core plate, calculated only a very 
slight heat up (~ 10°C) at the top of the core (elevation 8). The uncertainties relative to several parameters (CCFL 
parameters, heat transfer coefficients .....) led to about 150°C of uncertainty range for this heat-up. 
 
6.1.3 Late quench times and third dry-outs 
Participants questioned the realism of late quench times, up to about 600 s. AEAT analyzed cases calculated where 
quench times at level 8 were after 570 s. This occurred when: 
 
− there was a third dry-out or 
− loop seal B (broken loop) does not clear (or clears late) which is associated with low break flow or modelling 

the off-take at the top of the cold leg or 
− in one case where loop seal A (intact loop) did not clear and CCFL parameters that maximise the hold-up of 

water (lower bound of C and upper bound of m in the Wallis correlation) were used in the steam generator (SG) 
and SG inlet plenum or 

− in other cases where the CCFL parameters that maximise the hold-up of water were used in the SG and SG 
inlet plenum and break flow was mostly relatively low. 

 
In 17 out of the 50 cases reported by AEAT a third dry-out was detected. The third dry-outs lead to relatively small 
temperature transients which are localized at the top of the core. They are not correlated with high peak clad 
temperatures. AEAT therefore further examined the late quench cases without third dry-outs. Some of these had 
maximum CCFL or break take-off modeled at the top of the pipe. Further work may refine these input uncertainty 
ranges. However, other late quench cases did not depend on such inputs. These cases had nominal CCFL parameters 
and low break flow and late or no clearance of the loop seal in the broken loop (loop B). 
 
Third dry-outs were also calculated by ENUSA and GRS. GRS found a third dry-out in 2 out of 99 calculations. 
They were associated with high bypass flow cross section and high condensation. High condensation keeps the 
pressure low so the accumulators inject continuously. However the accumulator water is discharged through the 
break. Although the input uncertainties leading to these cases differ from those found by AEAT they also do not 
calculate clearance of the broken loop seal. Some other GRS calculations without loop seal clearance do not predict 
a third dry-out, however. 
 
 
6.2 Point Quantities 
 
Table 3 compares the uncertainty ranges for the selected point quantities. The results in this table may be compared 
with the trends discussed previously for functions of time. For peak clad temperatures the same trends are observed 
except that: 
 
− Out of the probabilistic methods there is a larger variation between the first PCT ranges.  This is probably 

because the peaks are at different times. 
− The different predictions for the range of time of PCT are strongly affected by whether each method predicts 

the overall PCT to be at the first peak or the second one or either. 
− The lower ends of the uncertainty ranges for ΔPmin are related to core dry-out.  However the correlation with 

PCT is slight because PCT is also strongly affected by the extent in time of core uncovering.  The upper ends of 
the ΔPmin ranges come from combinations of the more benign values of the input uncertainties. 
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Table 3: Uncertainty Ranges for Point Quantities. 
 

Quantity Limit AEAT Pisa 
RELAP5

Pisa 
CATHARE GRS IPSN ENUSA Measured 

Value 

PCT1 (K) upper 
lower 

938 
573 

773 (2) 
559 (2) 

693 (2) 
563 (2) 

904 
580 

813 
693 

1082 
555 740 

PCT2 (K) upper 
lower 

1142 
584 

620 (2) 
519 (2) 

681 (2) 
511 (2) 

849 
560 

653 
503 

1101 
609 610 

tPCT1 (sec) upper 
lower 

332 
168 

232 
124 

195 
135 

192 
84 

165 
120 

302 
180 150 

tPCT2 (sec) upper 
lower 

516 
280 

548 
396 

630 
322 

564 
400 

525 
431 

642 
254 500 

ΔPmin (kPa) upper 
lower 

5.55 
0.63   15.3 (1) 

2.2 
12.0 
0.75 

3.41 
0.44 3.8 

(1)    converted from collapsed liquid level 
(2)    for level 8 only.  The other PCT values are maximized over all levels. 

 
 
7. FOLLOW-ON ACTIVITY 
 
After the closure of the Uncertainty Method Study (UMS) and after report [4] was issued University of Pisa 
performed comparison calculations of experiment LSTF-SB-CL-18 using different versions of the RELAP 5 code, 
i.e. MOD 2, MOD 3.2 and MOD 3.2.2. Mod2 was used by the University of Pisa, and MOD 3.2 by AEA 
Technology as well as ENUSA in this study. It turned out that MOD 3.2 calculated a 170 K higher peak clad 
temperature compared with MOD 2 and MOD 3.2.2 using the same input deck. This may contribute to the relative 
high upper limit of the uncertainty ranges calculated by AEAT and ENUSA. That explanation is also in agreement 
with the AEAT peak clad temperature of 787 K at 300 s for their reference calculation using nominal values for the 
input parameters, without calculating the first heat-up. The measured second peak is 610 K at 500 s. 
 
A new application was performed by GRS using revised probability distributions for the most important uncertain 
parameters which were identified by sensitivity measures in the UMS analysis, contraction coefficient of critical 
discharge flow and drift in the heater rod bundle. A newer ATHLET version Mod 1.2, cycle A was used instead of 
Mod 1.1, Cycle A. The result was a shorter duration of the second heat-up and lower peak clad temperatures during 
the second heat-up, figure 4. More details are presented in reference [7]. 
 
Due to these findings lower differences of uncertainty ranges by different participants are expected. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 4: Revised Calculated Uncertainty Range Compared with Measured Minimum and Maximum Values 
of Rod Clad Temperature by GRS. 
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8. NEW UNCERTAINTY METHODS STUDY: BEMUSE 
 
The CSNI Working Group on the Analysis and Management of Accidents (GAMA) proposed a follow-up study on 
Best Estimate Methods - Uncertainty and Sensitivity Evaluation (BEMUSE). The high-level objectives of the work 
have been defined: “To evaluate the practicability, quality and reliability of best-estimate methods including 
uncertainty evaluations in applications relevant to nuclear reactor safety, and to promote/ facilitate their use by the 
regulatory bodies and the industry”. Operational objectives will include an assessment of the applicability of best-
estimate and uncertainty methods to integral tests and their use in reactor applications. The scope of the action is to 
perform LBLOCA analyses making reference to experimental data and to a Nuclear Power Plant in order to address 
the issue of the “capabilities of computational tools” including scaling/ uncertainty analysis and to develop common 
understanding. The work consists of 6 phases carried out in two steps. 
 
During the first step, Phases I, II and III cover the following work:  
• Phase I: Presentation a priori of the uncertainty evaluation methodology to be used by participants.  
• Phase II: Re-analysis of the International Standard Problem No. 13 exercise, post-test analysis of the LOFT L2-

5 test calculation. 
• Phase III: Uncertainty evaluation of the L2-5 test calculations, and deduce first conclusions on the methods and 

suggestions for improvement. 
 
Phases I through III were performed from September 2003 through May 2006. 
 
During the second step, Phases IV, V and VI cover the following work: 
• Phase IV: Best-estimate analysis of the LBLOCA in the Zion NPP, USA. 
• Phase V: Sensitivity studies and uncertainty evaluation for the Zion NPP (with and without methodology 

improvements resulting from Phase III). 
• Phase VI: Status report on the area, classification of the methods, conclusions and recommendations. 
 
Phase IV through V take place from August 2006 through April 2008, Phase VI is planned to be completed by May 
2009. 
 
 
9. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
Five uncertainty methods for advanced best estimate thermal hydraulic codes have been compared. Most of the 
methods identify and combine input uncertainties. Three of these, the GRS, IPSN and ENUSA methods, use 
probability distributions and one, the AEAT method, performs a bounding analysis. One of the methods, the 
University of Pisa method, is based on accuracy extrapolation from integral experiments. To use this method, 
stringent criteria on the code and experimental data base must be met.  
 
Each method has been used to calculate the uncertainty in specified parameters for the LSTF SB-CL-18 5% cold leg 
small break LOCA experiment in the Japanese Large Scale Test Facility (LSTF).  The uncertainty analysis was 
conducted essentially blind and the participants did not use experimental measurements from the test as input apart 
from initial and boundary conditions. Participants calculated uncertainty ranges for experimental parameters 
including pressurizer pressure, primary circuit inventory and clad temperature (at a specified position) as functions 
of time. 
 
Following the objectives of the study, the participants have: 

− compared the methods, step by step, when applied to LSTF SB-CL-18 
− compared the uncertainties predicted with each other, and 
− compared the uncertainties predicted with the measured values. 

 
Where the predictions of the methods differ, the differences have been accounted for in terms of the assumptions of 
the methods and the input data used. The calculated ranges bound the experimental results with some exceptions. 
The possible causes of these discrepancies have been identified. 
 
 
9.1 Comparison between the Calculations 
 
The differences between the predictions from the methods will come from a combination of: 

− the method used 
− the underlying accuracy of the reference calculation and the modelling used 
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− the completeness of the identification and selection of uncertainties 
− the conservatism of the input (e.g. uncertainty ranges, probability distributions) used and 
− in the Pisa method optimisation of the nodalization and possibly from the different number of experiments 

investigated (5 experiments with CATHARE, 10 experiments with RELAP). 
 
Of these, differing degrees of conservatism of the input, particularly where data are sparse, probably account for the 
major differences between the specified uncertainty ranges. For example, critical two-phase flow data from LSTF 
were not used, and data for the geometry of the LSTF orifice were not available.  
 
The ideal is for a specified uncertainty range that fully reflects the accuracy of the underlying modeling. The input 
uncertainties mainly responsible for the differences are probably those identified as important by the sensitivity 
studies of the methods. These are: Choked flow and counter-current flow limitation (AEAT and ENUSA), and 
choked flow and drift in the heater rod bundle (GRS). Further work to refine input uncertainty ranges for these will 
affect the calculated uncertainty ranges. An example is presented in section 7. It follows that it is very important 
how the methods are applied. 
 
Another reason for differences of uncertainty ranges are also given in section 7 of this paper. Due to these findings 
lower differences of uncertainty ranges by different participants are expected in the future.  
 
 
9.2 Guidelines on Choice of Methods 
 
The choice of an uncertainty method depends on what the end users will accept and in what features they are 
interested.  

 
The Pisa Method can be used if: 

− stringent criteria on data and modelling accuracy are met; 
− end users accept assumptions about extrapolation from small scale experimental facilities to large scale; 

most likely to be the case when extrapolation to the case of interest is small. 
 
Probabilistic methods (GRS, IPSN, ENUSA) can be used if: 

− end users accept  the method based on combination of probability distributions; 
− users are interested in sensitivity measures to help prioritize future improvements; 
− users are not interested to limit the number of input uncertainties because the number of code calculations 

to be performed is independent of the number of uncertainties.  
 
The AEAT method can be used if: 

− end users prefer not to rely on assigned probability distributions; 
− users rely on skill of analysts to find maxima and minima; 
− method yields understanding of the interactions between processes to help prioritize future improvements. 

 
In all cases appropriate knowledge, skill, experience and quality standards must be applied.  
 
 
9.3 Other Conclusions 
 
Uncertainty analysis is needed if useful conclusions are to be obtained from “best estimate” thermal-hydraulic code 
calculations, otherwise point values of unknown accuracy would be presented for comparison with limits for 
acceptance. Code facilities needed for uncertainty analysis include, for example, the provision for varying models 
and parameters. 
 
For some of the methods described here the present study was the first full application.  For all of them it constituted 
a pilot study that allowed a better understanding of the assumptions at the basis of the method. 
The information gained in the UMS about the methods described and how they can be applied, can be used to 
inform decisions on the conduct of uncertainty analyses, for example in the light of licensing requirements. 
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